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Abstract 

  Metadata for hydrologic models is rarely organized in machine-readable forms. This lack 

of formal metadata is important because it limits the ability to catalog, organize, provide 

attribution for, and identify unique model software; ultimately, it hinders the ability to reproduce 

past computational studies. Researchers have recently proposed an ontology for scientific 

software called OntoSoft for addressing this problem. The objective of this research is to 

evaluate OntoSoft for organizing the metadata associated with a data pre-processing software 

workflow used in association with the Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC) hydrologic model. 

This is accomplished by exploring what metadata are available from online resources and how 

this metadata aligns with the OntoSoft Ontology. The results suggest that past efforts to 

document this software resulted in capturing key model metadata in unstructured files that could 

be formalized into a machine-readable form using the OntoSoft Ontology.   

Keywords: hydrologic modeling; scientific workflows; metadata; computational reproducibility 
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1.  Introduction 

 Hydrologists use many different computational models, with each model tailored to 

address specific questions and problems. Hydrological modeling has a long history, and many 

computational models have decades of development effort and many model versions behind 

them (Singh et al., 2002). In many cases, there has been splintering of the model code base 

where the original model code has started to be developed along different paths (e.g., 

MODFLOW). This causes confusion as to which specific version of software was used for a 

given modeling application. Further complicating the issue, models often have supporting 

software beyond the physical process-representations within the model engine itself. This 

software is used to create input datasets for the model (i.e., data pre-processing) and to analyze 

or visualize the output from the model (i.e., data post-processing). Organizing and categorizing 

this broad collection of modeling software so that it is possible to uniquely identify the software 

used to perform a study is a significant challenge.  

 The need to better manage the growing volume of software used for hydrologic modeling 

is central to the larger challenge of computational reproducibility. The common approach for 

achieving reproducibility has been for researchers to provide sufficient detail within a journal 

paper's methods section to allow for reproducing the study's results. Growing complexity in 

computational analyses means this approach is no longer sufficient. Scientific disciplines are 

trying different approaches to address this problem including model repositories, documentation, 

on-line model execution, and scientific workflows (De Roure et al., 2009; Essawy et al., 2016; 

JB et al., 2007; Lud et al., 2006; Roure et al., 2010). One of the main purposes of these 

approaches is to make models easier to reuse so that scientists can advance the model while 
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achieving reproducibility and strengthening the decisions based upon these models (Cassey and 

Blackburn, 2006; Hutton et al., 2016; Scholten et al., 2000).  

To achieve “reproducible software” (Peng, 2011) for hydrologic modeling, not only does 

the software and data need to be shared, but also their associated metadata. Metadata is 

structured information for describing and explaining a digital resource that makes it easier to 

manage, retrieve, and use that resource (NISO, 2004). Metadata is now a common term for 

describing data sets, but metadata is less commonly used for describing software. Software for 

data collection, storage, retrieval, processing, and management has improved greatly, and has 

significantly contributed to the development of comprehensive distributed hydrological models 

(Singh et al., 2002). Capturing metadata for hydrologic modeling software is one of the steps 

required to make the software reproducible (Higgins, 2007; Mcdougal et al., 2016). Little 

attention has been paid to metadata for describing these software advances. Computational 

reproducibility also requires other advanced uses of standard software practices beyond metadata 

tools including version control, strong commenting and documentation, and code modularity. 

The limited past efforts to define metadata for hydrologic models have largely focused on 

describing well maintained and widely used hydrologic models as a single information resource. 

Like data, however, there is a long-tail of software used to perform and support hydrologic 

modeling (Heidorn, 2008). Models are often the combination of smaller software modules or 

components contributed over time by a large number of individuals and groups. Taking a more 

granular view of models by diving into the details of the software provenance and attempting to 

capture this provenance using metadata is necessary for many reasons. Some of these reasons 

include 1) providing attribution for software contributions, 2) maintaining and archiving existing 
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models, 3) providing information that aids in installing and executing models, and 4) ultimately 

fostering reproducibility.   

 Metadata for hydrologic models is being collected and recorded, but it is unstructured, 

informal and distributed. The available metadata for these models are scattered across model 

documentation, source code repositories, model publication repositories, user forums, and other 

publically available resources. Metadata such as who created the model, when the model was 

created, and the type of input and output data for the model can be found from these sources for 

many scientific models, but are provided in human-readable form. Not having this information in 

a machine-readable form limits its utility and does not scale well to the growing volume of 

scientific software. Metadata needs to be in machine readable formats to be most useful (e.g. 

RDF, XML).  

 Efforts to establish more formalized, machine-readable formats for hydrologic model 

metadata include efforts through the Consortium of Universities for the Advancement of 

Hydrologic Science, Inc. (CUAHSI) HydroShare project and the Community Surface Dynamics 

Modeling System (CSDMS) project. HydroShare describes metadata for two key modeling 

concepts: a model program and a model instance. The model program is the software for 

executing the model and the model instance is the input files required for executing the model 

(Horsburgh et al., 2015; Morsy et al., 2014; Tarboton et al., 2014). A metadata framework has 

been proposed for both of these concepts that extend the Dublin Core Metadata Standard. The 

CSDMS project created a catalog of model programs across the surface dynamics community, 

which includes hydrology, and captured metadata for these model programs (Peckham and 

Goodall, 2013; Peckham et al., 2013) 
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  Recent related activities have focused on designing standard metadata for describing 

software with a particular focus on scientific software. OntoSoft is a project that is part of the 

National Science Foundation EarthCube Initiative and provides an ontology and portal for 

addressing the challenge of capturing metadata for scientific software in a formal way (Gil et al., 

2016b, 2015). The metadata captured by the OntoSoft Ontology focuses on the knowledge 

needed for software sharing and reuse (Ratnakar and Gil, 2015). It is recommended for 

documenting software in scientific papers that follow best practices for reproducible research, 

open science, and digital scholarship (David et al., 2016; Gil et al., 2016a), and has been used to 

document scientific software in published articles, e.g., (Fulweiler et al., 2016; Pope, 2016; Yu et 

al., 2016). OntoSoft is used in the research reported in this paper because it was designed and 

developed by experts in the semantic metadata community, in contrast to past efforts for 

hydrologic model metadata that was designed and developed by hydrologists. An underlying 

question that the research reported in this paper begins to address is whether this more general 

scientific metadata ontology is appropriate and useful for describing hydrologic modeling 

software.  

 The objective of this study is to advance prior efforts for formalizing model metadata in 

hydrology by evaluating the OntoSoft Ontology as a means for structuring model metadata. The 

evaluation is performed using a data pre-processing workflow for the Variable Infiltration 

Capacity (VIC) hydrologic model that consists of multiple software components written by 

different individuals over time. The VIC model is used by large community; over 500 

publications used this model since 1993. The analysis begins by exploring what metadata 

hydrologists here already captured in unstructured forms. It then shows how this metadata could 
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be organized into structured, machine-readable metadata using OntoSoft Ontology. Therefore, 

the primary contribution of this work is an evaluation of the OntoSoft Ontology for describing 

software relevant to hydrologic modeling. This is done by first understanding what metadata for 

hydrologic modeling software are already embedded in online resources, and then testing how 

this metadata maps to the OntoSoft Ontology. 

1. Background 

1.1. Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC) model pre-processing workflow 

VIC is a macro scale hydrologic model that applies water and energy balances to simulate 

terrestrial hydrology at a regional spatial scale (Liang et al., 1996). Like many hydrologic 

models, the VIC model requires significant effort to prepare its input data. Figure 1 shows the 

data processing workflow used to generate the meteorological and land surface input datasets for 

a VIC model simulation. This workflow consists of a sequence of 15 data processing steps, each 

step requiring input datasets from different sources, and many of the datasets having unique data 

models (Billah et al., 2016). These scripts are written with different programming languages 

including Fortran 77, C, and C++. Shell scripts are used throughout the workflow to execute 

these steps and perform other commands required to complete the data processing tasks.  

The workflow is divided into four categories as shown in Figure 1. The first category of 

scripts process the precipitation and the air temperature datasets, the second category of scripts 

process the land surface datasets including topography, soil, and vegetation data, the third 

category of scripts process the wind speed dataset, and the last category of scripts create the final 

model input files for meteorological datasets. The datasets processed by the workflow are shown 

as ovals and include 1) meteorological forcing files (i.e., precipitation, wind, and minimum and 
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maximum air temperature), 2) soil and vegetation parameter files, and 3) basin geospatial files. 

The primary inputs for the workflow are shown as parallelograms and include datasets from 1) 

the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) National Climatic Data Center 

(NCDC) (now the National Centers for Environmental Information (NCEI)), 2) the National 

Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) National Centers for Environmental Prediction 

(NCEP), 3) the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Land Data Assimilation 

System (LDAS), 4) the United States Geological Survey (USGS) HYDRO1K dataset, and 5) the 

PRISM Climate Group PRISM dataset.  

This work addresses the challenges of creating metadata for the individual scripts within 

the VIC data processing workflow shown in Figure 1. A significant amount of work by other 

scientists has gone into creating the software within this workflow, and it is important for the 

authors of this software to receive credit for their work. It is also important for scientific studies 

that make use of these lower-level scripts to properly document the specific sequence of software 

used to perform their analysis. One of the benefits of scientific workflow software (Gil et al., 

2007) is capturing the provenance of data processing tasks that support scientific modeling. 

While workflow software can help to better capture the provenance, it is still important to have 

sufficient metadata for each step within the workflow. Workflow software alone does not provide 

this metadata. Instead, the metadata must be populated by scientists and the OntoSoft Ontology 

can be used to structure this metadata. The methodology section illustrates this process by 

focusing on the metadata population process for one script within the workflow as an example.  
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Figure 1. Data pre-processing workflow for the VIC hydrologic model (adapted from Billah et al, 

2016).
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1.2. OntoSoft 

 OntoSoft consists of an ontology to describe metadata for scientific software (Gil et al., 

2015) and the OntoSoft Portal that serves as a user interface to manage that metadata (Gil et al., 

2016b). The premise behind OntoSoft’s development is that scientific software captures 

important knowledge and this knowledge should be transparent and shared widely. OntoSoft’s 

ontology and portal support scientists in capturing the important knowledge encapsulated within 

scientific software. The OntoSoft Portal simplifies the metadata collection process by asking 

scientists a series of questions. These questions map to specific properties within the ontology. A 

property defines a relationship (e.g., authorship) between a subject (e.g., the software in 

question) and an object (e.g. an author). OntoSoft applies the word “software” broadly to include 

scripts as well as more complex software such as modeling software.  

 There are 46 properties in the OntoSoft Ontology, equally divided between required and 

optional properties. These properties are organized into six categories, shown in Figure 2. Each 

category has one or more classes for organizing metadata properties. The six OntoSoft categories 

are: 1) Identify, 2) Understand, 3) Update, 4) Do Research, 5) Execute and 6) Get Support. The 

Identify category provides a unique description for the software. The Understand category 

describes the metadata needed to increase the trust and domain knowledge about the software. 

The Update category has the metadata to track versioning for the software and how the software 

is being maintained and developed. The Do Research category has the metadata for the input and 

output data required by the software, relations to other software that can be used with this 

software, and the software citation. The Execute category has the metadata related to how to 
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access, install, and run the software. The Get Support category has the contact information for 

the software developer.  

 

Figure 2. High-level overview of the OntoSoft Ontology (adapted from Gil et al., 2015).  
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2. Methodology 

 The first goal of this study is to extract metadata from various sources in order to create a 

metadata description for a VIC pre-processing workflow. We consider each step in the workflow 

to be a unique piece of software with its own metadata description. The second goal of this study 

is to populate the metadata for each step in the workflow using the OntoSoft Ontology. Five 

sources were used for metadata extraction: 1) the source code prior experience running the 

software, 2) VIC’s official website, 3) the software publication in Zenodo, 4) the VIC 

documentation, and 5) the VIC user discussion wiki. We did not include publications as a 

metadata source because, after a search of the literature, we only found one publication that 

discussed VIC pre-processing workflow in any detail, and this paper did not include any new 

metadata beyond what we found in the other five sources. We used only online, publically 

available resources to populate the ontology and did not contact the software developers. The 

developers likely could have provided additional metadata for this software, however, a 

motivation of this research is to better understand what metadata was captured and recorded for 

this legacy software in online, publically available sources. Once the metadata is extracted, it is 

then used to populate the ontology through the OntoSoft Portal. The completed documentation 

includes who authored individual components of the workflow, what the goal of each component 

was, where each component is published, and other important attributes of the software within a 

formal, machine-readable form.  

2.1. Using the OntoSoft Portal for metadata management  

 The OntoSoft Portal was used to insert metadata extracted the from five sources listed 

above into the OntoSoft Ontology. The OntoSoft Portal presents questions about the software to 
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the scientist, and these questions are mapped to metadata properties in the OntoSoft Ontology. 

For example, through the OntoSoft Portal, the user is asked “What is the software called?” and 

the answer to this question is placed as the value for the “has name” property. Table 1 shows all 

the OntoSoft questions as they appear to the scientist on the OntoSoft Portal, along with the 

property each answer is mapped to. The table also shows the six categories within the OntoSoft 

Ontology, the classes for each property, and whether the property is required or optional. 

2.2. Example of metadata extracted from source code  

 As an example, the metadata extraction procedure is illustrated for one metadata source 

(source code and prior experience) and for one software component within the workflow 

(read_prec_dly). Figure 3 shows a screenshot of how the metadata is encapsulated within the 

software’s source code. Metadata extracted from this source code is shown in Table 2 and 

includes the name, programming language, author, and description. The description is interesting 

because it includes additional metadata information about input and output for the software, as 

well as workflow composition metadata in terms of upstream and downstream software. From 

prior experience using the software, metadata including the input and output data file names, 

operating system software dependencies and other relevant metadata was determined and are 

listed in Table 3. 

Once the metadata is extracted, the next step is to map between the extracted metadata 

and the OntoSoft Ontology. From this one source it is possible to populate 12 of the 46 properties 

within the OntoSoft Ontology as shown in Figure 4. The OntoSoft Portal played an important 

role in populating the ontology for the software. Figure 5, provides an example of how the 

captured metadata from two different sources, the “source code” source discussed earlier and the 
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“software publication website (Zenodo)” source, were mapped to questions presented through 

the OntoSoft Portal. The programer names, included as a comment within the source code, were 

set as the software's creators. The name for the software was assumed to be the file name in this 

case. The description from the source code was used as the short description of the software. 

Zenodo, which hosts this software as a part of the larger VIC source code repository, provides a 

DOI for the source code. This DOI was used as the software's unique identifier. The VIC model 

official website URL is used as the project website for the software.  

Using additional sources allows for populating the other properties within the OntoSoft 

Ontology. This procedure was repeated for all metadata sources and all software components to 

determine the percentage of both the required and optional metadata properties that could be 

populated from just these publically available sources. As evident in this example, there is a level 

of interpretation required to perform this mapping. A discussion of the level of confidence in the 

mapping is reported in the Results and Discussion section along with the results of the metadata 

extraction process.  
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Table 1. OntoSoft Portal question and the associated metadata properties within the OntoSoft 

OntoSoft Portal Question Metadata 
Properties

Required and 
Optional 
Metadata

Class
OntoSoft 
Metadata 
Category

What is the software called? has name

Required
Locate Identify

What is a short description for this software? has short 
description

What are general categories (keywords, labels) for this 
software?

has software 
category

Is there a project website for the software? has project web 
site

What is the DOI or any other unique identifier for this 
software (or software version)? has unique ID Optional

Who created this software? (e.g., Project, Organization, 
Person, Initiative, etc.) has creator

Required

Trust

Understand

Are there any additional contributors of note for this 
software?

has major 
contributor

What useful features of this software are worth 
highlighting?

has salient 
qualities

Who is the publisher of this software if not the author? has publisher

Optional

How can a user get support for the software? (e.g., Report 
bugs, request features and extensions, etc.)

commitment of 
support

Has the software been adopted in a project, organization 
or by a person? has adopters

Is there any information about uses of this software (e.g., 
papers, research labs, etc.)?

has use 
information

Are there any statistics of its use? has use statistics

Are there any publications where the software is used? used in 
publication

Is there any benchmark information about the software? has benchmark 
information

What are the funding sources for this software? has funding 
sources

What are the ratings for this software? has ratings

What are domain specific keywords for this software? 
(e.g., hydrology, climate)

has domain 
keywords Required

Relate
Is there any other similar software that you know of? similar software

Optional
What are the recommended uses and assumptions for the 
software?

has uses and 
assumptions

Are there any constraints on use, situations it is not 
designed for, simplifications?

has use 
limitation

How is the software being developed or maintained? has active 
development Contribu
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Are there any on-line resources for accessing the 
developer community for this software? (e.g., discussion 
board, wiki, etc.) 

has software 
community

Optional te 
Update

What versions does the software have? has software 
version Required Track
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Table 1 (continued). OntoSoft Portal question and the associated metadata properties within the 

OntoSoft 

OntoSoft Portal Question Metadata 
Properties

Required and 
Optional 
Metadata

Class
OntoSoft 
Metadata 
Category

What input files does the software require? has input

Required
Experim

ent

Do Research

What are the input parameters used for this software? has input parameter

What output files does the software produce? has output

Are there any relevant data catalogs that can be used 
with this software?

has relevant data 
sources Optional

What other software can interoperate with this one? has interoperable 
software Required

Compos
eIs this software typically used with other software in a 

workflow? (e.g., for visualization, preprocessing, post 
processing, etc.)

has composition 
description Optional

Is there a preferred publication or citation for this 
software?

has preferred 
citation Required Cite

What is the URL for the code? has code location
Required

Access

Execute

What license is the code released under? has license

Is there a URL for the executable? has executable 
location Optional

Is there any on-line documentation about the 
software? has documentation

Required

Install

What language(s) is the software written in? has implementation 
language

What Operating Systems can the software run on? supports operating 
system

How can one install the software? has installation 
instructions

What other software does the software require to be 
installed? has dependency

Are there estimates of how long it takes to run this 
software on average? has average run time

OptionalAre there any memory requirements for this software? requires average 
memory

Are there any other important details about the 
implementation of this code (e.g., parallelization, 
special hardware, etc.)?

has other 
implementation 
details

Is there any test data available for the software? has test data Required
RunAre there any specific instructions for testing the 

software? has test instructions Optional

What is the e-mail contact for this software? has email contact Required
Discuss Get Support
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What is the support offered for this software? has software support Optional
Discuss Get Support
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Figure 3. The header information for the source code of one of the software in the VIC pre-

processing workflow. This is a comon approach to include unstructured metadata in scientific 

software. 

Table 2. Metadata extracted from the read_prec_dly.f software’s source code 
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Table 3. Metadata captured from experience applying the software 

Figure 4. The OntoSoft Ontology for the read_prec_dly software component with properties 

populated from only one of the five sources: “source code and prior experience.” The prefix 

“osw” denotes to the OntoSoft Vocabulary namespce.  

has name has 
creator

has major 
contributor

has short 
description has input 

has 
composition 
description

has 
implementatio

n language

read_
prec_
dly.f

Greg 
O'Donnell

G.O.M.D 

This program reads 
the output from the 

script 
preproc_precip.scr 

and formats the daily 
precipitation so the 
regrid program can 
read them Only the 
output files from the 
preproc_precip.scr 

script (daily data and 
station info files) are 

needed.

daily data

reads output 
from preproc-

precip.scr 
Provide input 

for regrid 
program

FORTRAN 77

Bernto 
Matheussen

Station info 
files

has name used in publication has input
supports 
operating 

system
has output Has software 

dependency

read_prec_dly.f

Billah, M.M., 
Goodall, J.L., 
Narayan, U., 

Lakshmi, V., 2015. 
Using a Data Grid to 

Support Regional-
Scale Hydrologic 

Modeling.

Prcp.daily

Linux Basin_prcp.fmt F77

Prcp.inf
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Figure 5. Origin and destination of the captured metadata through the OntoSoft Portal for the 

identify category. 
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3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Results of the Metadata Extraction 

 Figure 6 shows the resulting metadata for two of the five OntoSoft categories (Identify 

and Understand) presented through the OntoSoft Portal for the software component 

(read_prec_dly) discussed in the Methodology section. The resulting metadata for this software 

and for the other software components in the VIC data processing workflow are available within 

the OntoSoft Portal system. Table 4 points to the URLs in the OntoSoft Portal for the 15 software 

components. The portal provides a user-friendly view of the metadata, but also machine-readable 

versions of the metadata. The metadata can be viewed using a Resource Description Framework 

(RDF) eXtensible Markup Language (XML) format or JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) 

format. These machine-readable formats are built by the system from the data provided by the 

scientist through the OntoSoft Portal user interface. 
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Table 4. URL in the OntoSoft Portal for the 15 software within the workflow 

ID Software OntoSoft Portal URL

1 preproc_precip http://ontosoft.org/portal/#browse/Software-11IHopcxMu7x

2 read_prec_dly http://ontosoft.org/portal/#browse/Software-3SirBaFht0YN

3 preproc_append http://ontosoft.org/portal/#browse/Software-FYMaj4P7bKDb

4 append_prec http://ontosoft.org/portal/#browse/Software-hVNbrGnWJ4Zd

5 run_append_prec http://ontosoft.org/portal/#browse/Software-GoEvXyadBBVw

6 regrid http://www.ontosoft.org/portal/#browse/Software-ZtA35mwlwFmi

7 mk_monthly http://ontosoft.org/portal/#browse/Software-DlszQOw6g336

8 get_prism http://ontosoft.org/portal/#browse/Software-vw8DQn2SSnMQ

9 rescale http://ontosoft.org/portal/#browse/Software-clQ0WKwjV3Js

10 vicinput http://ontosoft.org/portal/#browse/Software-IPXGcujizwTr

11 create_LDAS_soil http://ontosoft.org/portal/#browse/Software-AUqV48s3WrgH

12 create_LDAS_veg_param http://ontosoft.org/portal/#browse/Software-MZosBxc1Hwl8

13 getwind http://ontosoft.org/portal/#browse/Software-mpNqVzc633VL

14 regrid_wind http://www.ontosoft.org/portal/#browse/Software-2QGjMmxS9Du6

15 combine_wind http://ontosoft.org/portal/#browse/Software-ffgkh4iELbOn
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Figure 6. A screenshot for OntoSoft interface showing the captured metadata for the 

read_prec_dly software within two categories: Identify and a portion of the Trust metadata 

within the Understand category.  
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3.2. Metadata completeness 

 One of the ways the OntoSoft Ontology was evaluated was by recording which OntoSoft 

properties could be extracted from available online resources for the VIC pre-processing 

software components. To do this the percentage of metadata completeness for each software 

within the workflow was calculated and is presented in Figure 7 and Table 5. The results show 

that for 13 of the 15 software in the workflow, 74% or more of the metadata mapped to terms in 

OntoSoft. It seemed that there were consistent practices for including metadata within the 

software with the exception of two of the software (ID 11 and 12). These two software entries are 

missing important metadata like author name, function of the software, etc. and only include the 

source code and few comments within the software itself. These poorly described software 

entries may have been perceived to play a minor role within the overall software system. This 

also could have been a result of a difference in practice regarding commenting in the source code 

for these two software, which were both related to soil and vegetation data preparation.  

 Table 5 also shows that the optional metadata for the Execute category is missing for all 

software. This category consists of three classes: “Access,” “Install,” and “Run.” These classes 

depend on the execution of the software with test data like: “has executable location,” “has 

average run time,” “requires average memory,” and “has test instructions.” These properties 

assume a standalone executable software, but the software analyzed in this study were lower-

level software components within a larger software system. It is likely because the software 

analyzed was at such a fine granular level within the overall model code that such properties are 

not well documented. We suspect that some of these metadata would likely be available if we 
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took a higher-level view of the software rather than focusing on components of the software 

system. 
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Table 5. Percent completeness of OntoSoft required and optional metadata for each OntoSoft 

category. 

* Req. is required metadata through OntoSoft 

I
D Software

OntoSoft Metadata Categories

Average 
of % 

complete 
metadata

Identify Understa
nd Execute

Do 
Researc

h
Get 

Support Update

Re
q

Op
t

Re
q

Op
t

Re
q

Op
t

Re
q

Op
t

Re
q

Op
t

Re
q

Op
t

1 preproc_precip 10
0

10
0 100 36 87 0 80 50 100 100 10

0
10
0 79

2 read_prec_dly 10
0

10
0 100 45 87 0 100 50 100 100 10

0
10
0 82

3 preproc_append 10
0

10
0 100 45 87 0 100 0 100 100 10

0
10
0 78

4 append_prec 10
0

10
0 100 45 87 0 80 50 100 100 10

0
10
0 80

5 run_append_prec 10
0

10
0 50 45 87 0 100 0 100 100 10

0
10
0 74

6 regrid 10
0

10
0 100 45 87 0 100 50 100 100 10

0
10
0 82

7 mk_monthly 10
0

10
0 100 45 87 0 100 50 100 100 10

0
10
0 82

8 get_prism 10
0

10
0 100 45 87 0 100 50 100 100 10

0
10
0 82

9 rescale 10
0

10
0 50 45 87 0 100 50 100 100 10

0
10
0 78

1
0 vicinput 10

0
10
0 100 45 87 0 100 50 100 100 10

0
10
0 78

1
1 create_LDAS_soil 10

0 0 50 27 87 0 80 50 100 0 0 10
0 50

1
2

create_LDAS_veg_
param

10
0 0 50 27 87 0 60 50 100 0 0 10

0 48

1
3 getwind 10

0
10
0 50 45 87 0 100 50 100 100 10

0
10
0 78

1
4 regrid_wind 10

0
10
0 100 45 87 0 100 50 100 100 10

0
10
0 82

1
5 combine_wind 10

0
10
0 100 45 87 0 100 50 100 100 10

0
10
0 82
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* Opt. is for Optional metadata through OntoSoft 
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 Focusing on only the required metadata, the results show that 13 out of 15 software 

components include 90% or more of the required metadata (Figure 7). The optional metadata 

completeness varied widely among the software between 30% and 66%. Most of the software 

were downloaded from the Zenodo website except for the software used for soil and vegetation 

data processing (ID's 11 and 12), which was downloaded from the VIC official website and was 

not available through Zenodo. Because this soil and vegetation data processing software was not 

available from Zenodo, it resulted in missing metadata terms associate with software publication 

(e.g., “has publisher,” “has preferred citation”). Also, as discussed earlier, the authors of these 

software did not include as much metadata within the source code comments compared to other 

software components. This resulted in the software associated with soil and vegetation data 

processing lacking metadata compared to the other software components.  
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Figure 7. Percent Completeness of OntoSoft required and optional metadata for each software in 

the VIC pre-processing workflow.    

 There are common metadata that are missing from all of the software components. Table 

6 shows the 10 optional and 1 required properties that were missing for all the software. The one 

missing required property, “has test data,” was not identified for any of the software through this 

research, as discussed earlier. It may be necessary to make this an optional rather than required 

property for more modular software components. Test data should always be included, even to 

support unit tests of modular components of a larger software system. However, given that this 

may not have been a common practice in the past, making this optional metadata to support 

legacy codes may be appropriate. Of the 10 missing optional properties, all are important but 

none could be captured for this software based on our analysis of available online resources. 

Some of the missing optional properties may be difficult to populate for other software as well, 

because they will be heavily dependent on applications of the software to specific use cases (e.g., 

“has average run time” and “requires average memory”). 

Table 6. Common missing metadata across software in the workflow 

Metadata Properties
Required 

 and 
Optional 
Metadata

Class
OntoSoft  
Metadata 
 Category

has use statistics

Optional Trust

Understan
d

has benchmark 
information

has funding sources

has ratings

similar software

Optional Relatehas uses and assumptions
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3.3. Metadata Sources 

 Another interesting outcome of the results is a better understanding of the percentage of 

metadata that comes from each of the five sources used for metadata extraction (Figure 8). The 

“source code and prior experience” source provided the most metadata. The VIC documentation 

provided nearly the same amount of metadata as the software publication in Zenodo provided. 

Collectively, these three sources supplied 80% of the metadata with the other 20% being 

supplied by the VIC website and user discussion wiki. The results show how the metadata is 

distributed across the sources and further argues for the need to centralize metadata for 

hydrologic modeling software.  

has use limitation

has executable location Optional Access

Execute

has average run time
Optional Install

requires average memory

has test data Required
Run

has test instructions Optional
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Figure 8. Percentage of extracted metadata coming from each of the five sources 

When the metadata source data is broken down by OntoSoft categories, it is clear that 

some sources play a more major role than others in populating each category's metadata (Figure 

9). For example, the VIC website was only used to populate metadata in the Update category. 

The VIC documentation and documentation were used to populate metadata in five of the six 

categories; no source was used in all six categories. Interestingly, metadata for Identify, Execute, 

and Do Research categories came from the same three sources: the VIC publication in Zenodo, 

the VIC documentation, and the source code and prior experience. This result shows how 

valuable metadata is being captured now, but even when broken into thematic categories, 

metadata is still widely distributed across sources. 
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 Figure 9. Source for extracted metadata for each OntoSoft Category 

3.4.  Confidence in Metadata Mapping 

 Some the mappings for ontology properties are uncertain, meaning it is expected that not 

all will agree with how extracted metadata was mapped to ontology properties in this study. 

Table 7 shows the level of confidence the authors had for the ontology property mapping 

completed in this study. Some properties have high confidence, where it is likely others 

performing this same metadata extraction exercise would arrive at the same result. Other 

properties were rated as low confidence, meaning it is likely, in the opinion of the authors, that 

others may populate these fields differently than what was done in this study. In some cases, the 

low confidence properties for this study may have higher confidence if this procedure was 
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completed for another model software. In other cases, the low confidence properties were the 

result of ambiguity as to how metadata from available sources should be mapped to these 

properties. These properties may require further consideration and explanation for use with 

hydrologic modeling. 

Table 7. Level of confidence in metadata properties populated on OntoSoft 

  

4. Conclusion 

 This work evaluates the OntoSoft Ontology and portal for capturing and sharing metadata 

for legacy hydrologic modeling software. The OntoSoft Ontology is designed to focus on 

scientists rather than software developers (Gil et al., 2015), so it is important for scientists to 

OntoSoft 
Category High Confidence Low Confidence

Identify
has name 
has project web site 
has unique ID

has short description 
has software category

Understand has creator 
has publisher

has major contributor 
has short description 
commitment of support 
has domain keywords 
has use limitations 
has use information 
used in publication 
has salient qualities

Update
has software version 
has active development 
has software community

has version release date 
supersedes 
superseded by

Do 
Research

has input  
has input parameter 
has output 
has preferred citation

has relevant data sources 
has interoperable software 
has composition description

Execute

has code location 
has license 
has documentation 
has implementation language 
has dependency 
supports operating systems

has installation instructions 

Get Support has email contact has software support
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evaluate the ontology. This work also supports the idea of sharing software and its associate 

metadata as an additional goal to complement the now commonly accepted idea of sharing data 

and its associate metadata. To achieve “reproducible software” (Peng, 2011), not only the 

software and data need to be shared, but also their associated metadata. Sharing software with 

metadata encourages future scientists to learn and build from prior work by reducing the time 

and effort to find and understand this prior work. This paper uses a pre-processing workflow for 

the VIC hydrologic model as a case study for evaluating the OntoSoft Ontology. Metadata was 

harvested from five sources: 1) Source code and prior experience, 2) Variable infiltration 

capacity (VIC) model official website, 3) Software published in website Zenodo, 4) VIC 

documentation for the software, and 5) VIC user discussion wiki. The large amount of effort and 

time devoted to capturing metadata from these various sources resulted in an improved 

description of the complex hydrologic VIC model workflow at a detailed level using the 

OntoSoft Ontology.  

 Results of the analysis showed that at least 90% of the required OntoSoft metadata 

properties could be captured from the online sources for 13 of the 15 software components 

within the workflow. The metadata was somewhat evenly distributed across four of the five 

sources. This result suggests that the vast majority of the metadata needed to populate at least the 

required properties in OntoSoft is recorded now by hydrologic modelers, but the information is 

distributed across sources and stored in unstructured forms. This study also showed that there are 

common missing properties across all the software used within the workflow. Out of 46 

properties in the OntoSoft Ontology, there were 14 optional properties (< 30%) and one required 

properties (< 3%) missing for all 15 software. Some of the missing properties (e.g., memory size 
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and run time) depend on a specific application of the software (i.e., to model a given domain for 

addressing a given research objective), and thus will differ from one application to another. 

Finally, the results of the study also suggested uncertainty in how to populate some of the 

metadata properties. Some of these terms, labeled as “low confidence” in Table 6, may have had 

less uncertainty if a different set of software were investigated (e.g., software at less of a fine-

grain level than what was used in this study). Other terms may be ambiguous across hydrology 

models, requiring additional description and guidance.  

Some limitations of this study are that (i) while it investigates 15 different software, these 

are all related to using a single hydrologic model and (ii) the metadata was extracted by one team 

of hydrologists. Broadening this work to additional geoscience models and having other 

scientists repeat the metadata extraction process would help to advance the evaluation of 

OntoSoft for capturing geoscience software metadata. In particular, having other groups of 

scientists repeat the process would benefit in testing the consistency of the metadata property 

mapping process. Expanding the effort to other geoscience models would help in improving the 

evaluation of OntoSoft for representing the metadata necessary for geoscience software more 

broadly. Despite these limitations, this study contributes both an important and necessary 

evaluation of OntoSoft as ontology for describing software relevant to hydrologic modeling. It 

also improves understanding of what metadata is being captured now in available online 

resources for hydrologic modeling software.  

Finally, there are many possible future research goals that could be undertaken to advance 

the research presented here. 1) OntoSoft could be expanded to better track where metadata 

recorded within the ontology was obtained. 2) The extraction process, which is now manual and 
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very tedious, could be more automated through text mining approaches, although from this 

experience we believe manual intervention will continue to be necessary at some level. 3) For the 

low confidence metadata, a mechanism for crowdsourcing the metadata collection and review 

(potentially through a user-supplied rating system) would be a helpful feature for gaining 

confidence in potentially ambiguous metadata. 4) Experiments, where a group of scientists repeat 

the same procedure outlined in this paper for gathering metadata on the VIC pre-processing 

workflow and entering it through the OntoSoft Portal, would be a potentially useful way to 

compare the completeness, confidence, and accuracy of metadata generation across scientists. 

Lastly, an underlying premise of this study is that having metadata for software, including for 

software at a fine-grain level, is useful for increasing transparency and reproducibility in science. 

Future work could test this assumption by surveying VIC users to better evaluate how metadata 

presented through the OntoSoft Portal increases their understanding of the VIC software, and 

how it influences their use and communication of the software with other researchers going 

forward.  
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